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QUESTION 1

A junior developer complains that the code in their notebook isn\\'t producing the correct results in the development
environment. A shared screenshot reveals that while they\\'re using a notebook versioned with Databricks Repos,
they\\'re using a personal branch that contains old logic. The desired branch nameddev-2.3.9is not available from the
branch selection dropdown. 

Which approach will allow this developer to review the current logic for this notebook? 

A. Use Repos to make a pull request use the Databricks REST API to update the current branch to dev-2.3.9 

B. Use Repos to pull changes from the remote Git repository and select the dev-2.3.9 branch. 

C. Use Repos to checkout the dev-2.3.9 branch and auto-resolve conflicts with the current branch 

D. Merge all changes back to the main branch in the remote Git repository and clone the repo again 

E. Use Repos to merge the current branch and the dev-2.3.9 branch, then make a pull request to sync with the remote
repository 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because it will allow the developer to update their local repository with the latest
changes from the remote repository and switch to the desired branch. Pulling changes will not affect the current branch
or create any conflicts, as it will only fetch the changes and not merge them. Selecting the dev-2.3.9 branch from the
dropdown will checkout that branch and display its contents in the notebook. Verified References: [Databricks Certified
Data Engineer Professional], under "Databricks Tooling" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Pull changes from a
remote repository" section. 

 

QUESTION 2

An upstream system has been configured to pass the date for a given batch of data to the Databricks Jobs API as a
parameter. The notebook to be scheduled will use this parameter to load data with the following code: 

df = spark.read.format("parquet").load(f"/mnt/source/(date)") 

Which code block should be used to create the date Python variable used in the above code block? 

A. date = spark.conf.get("date") 

B. input_dict = input() date= input_dict["date"] 

C. import sys date = sys.argv[1] 

D. date = dbutils.notebooks.getParam("date") 

E. dbutils.widgets.text("date", "null") date = dbutils.widgets.get("date") 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: This is the correct way to get a parameter passed to a notebook by the Databricks Jobs API. The
dbutils.notebooks.getParam method returns the value of a parameter passed to a notebook as a string. If no parameter
with that name is passed, it returns None by default. You can also specify a default value as a second argument.
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Verified References: Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional, under "Databricks Tooling" section; Databricks
Documentation, under "Pass parameters to a notebook" section. 

 

QUESTION 3

A junior data engineer has configured a workload that posts the following JSON to the Databricks REST API
endpoint2.0/jobs/create. 

Assuming that all configurations and referenced resources are available, which statement describes the result of
executing this workload three times? 

A. Three new jobs named "Ingest new data" will be defined in the workspace, and they will each run once daily. 

B. The logic defined in the referenced notebook will be executed three times on new clusters with the configurations of
the provided cluster ID. 

C. Three new jobs named "Ingest new data" will be defined in the workspace, but no jobs will be executed. 

D. One new job named "Ingest new data" will be defined in the workspace, but it will not be executed. 

E. The logic defined in the referenced notebook will be executed three times on the referenced existing all purpose
cluster. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because the JSON posted to the Databricks REST API endpoint 2.0/jobs/create
defines a new job with a name, an existing cluster id, and a notebook task. However, it does not specify any schedule or
trigger for the job execution. Therefore, three new jobs with the same name and configuration will be created in the
workspace, but none of them will be executed until they are manually triggered or scheduled. Verified References:
[Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under "Monitoring and Logging" section; [Databricks Documentation],
under "Jobs API - Create" section. 

 

QUESTION 4

A new data engineer notices that a critical field was omitted from an application that writes its Kafka source to Delta
Lake. This happened even though the critical field was in the Kafka source. That field was further missing from data
written to dependent, long-term storage. The retention threshold on the Kafka service is seven days. The pipeline has
been in production for three months. 

Which describes how Delta Lake can help to avoid data loss of this nature in the future? 

A. The Delta log and Structured Streaming checkpoints record the full history of the Kafka producer. 
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B. Delta Lake schema evolution can retroactively calculate the correct value for newly added fields, as long as the data
was in the original source. 

C. Delta Lake automatically checks that all fields present in the source data are included in the ingestion layer. 

D. Data can never be permanently dropped or deleted from Delta Lake, so data loss is not possible under any
circumstance. 

E. Ingestine all raw data and metadata from Kafka to a bronze Delta table creates a permanent, replayable history of the
data state. 

Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because it describes how Delta Lake can help to avoid data loss of this nature in
the future. By ingesting all raw data and metadata from Kafka to a bronze Delta table, Delta Lake creates a permanent,
replayable history of the data state that can be used for recovery or reprocessing in case of errors or omissions in
downstream applications or pipelines. Delta Lake also supports schema evolution, which allows adding new columns to
existing tables without affecting existing queries or pipelines. Therefore, if a critical field was omitted from an application
that writes its Kafka source to Delta Lake, it can be easily added later and the data can be reprocessed from the bronze
table without losing any information. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under
"Delta Lake" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Delta Lake core features" section. 

 

QUESTION 5

The data governance team is reviewing code used for deleting records for compliance with GDPR. They note the
following logic is used to delete records from the Delta Lake table namedusers. 

Assuming thatuser_idis a unique identifying key and thatdelete_requestscontains all users that have requested deletion,
which statement describes whether successfully executing the above logic guarantees that the records to be deleted are
no longer accessible and why? 

A. Yes; Delta Lake ACID guarantees provide assurance that the delete command succeeded fully and permanently
purged these records. 

B. No; the Delta cache may return records from previous versions of the table until the cluster is restarted. 

C. Yes; the Delta cache immediately updates to reflect the latest data files recorded to disk. 

D. No; the Delta Lake delete command only provides ACID guarantees when combined with the mergeinto command. 

E. No; files containing deleted records may still be accessible with time travel until a vacuum command is used to
remove invalidated data files. 

Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: The code uses the DELETE FROM command to delete records from the users table that match a condition
based on a join with another table called delete_requests, which contains all users that have requested deletion. The
DELETE FROM command deletes records from a Delta Lake table by creating a new version of the table that does not
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contain the deleted records. However, this does not guarantee that the records to be deleted are no longer accessible,
because Delta Lake supports time travel, which allows querying previous versions of the table using a timestamp or
version number. Therefore, files containing deleted records may still be accessible with time travel until a vacuum
command is used to remove invalidated data files from physical storage. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data
Engineer Professional], under "Delta Lake" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Delete from a table" section;
Databricks Documentation, under "Remove files no longer referenced by a Delta table" section. 
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